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Assuming measured fasting glucose (G0) equals true basal glucose (GB) is common in model-based insulin sensitivity (SI) tests. This study determines the impact of a model-identified GB versus the first sampled fasting, G0.
Method:
14 participants with established type 2 diabetes mellitus in a 24-week dietary intervention study were given an insulin modified intravenous glucose tolerance test (IM-IVGTT) at weeks 0, 12 and 24. The validated Dynamic Insulin Sensitivity and Secretion Test (DISST) model was used to identify SI, VG and, additionally, GB (3-parameter identification) versus a typical 2-parameter approach. SI values and identified GB vs measured G0  are compared using non-parametric statistics.
Result:
SI from the 3-parameter DISST identification was median [IQR] 3.36×10-4 [2.30 – 4.95×10-4] L·mU-1·min-1 and significantly lower than the typical 2-parameter identified values: 6.38×10-4 [4.87 – 9.39×10-4] L·mU-1·min-1 (p<0.001). Identified GB values were lower and more consistent across all weeks than measured fasting G0 for all tests and by week (p<0.001), although they were well-correlated (R=0.70).
The 3-parameter approach provided significantly better fit with lower error and yielded lower SI values more in-line with expected values based on participant physiology. The changes in identified SI also tracked changes in participant state over the 24 week trial better.
Conclusion:
This analysis suggests model-identified GB is a stable and important metric for the assessment and modelling of glucose data from individuals with type 2 diabetes.


